
Nuclear structure effects in heavy-ion
reactions involving systems far from stability

Lecture I Optical potentials and formfactors
Lecture II Subbarrier fusion processes
Lecture III Excitation of collective modes and
              Pygmy Dipole Resonances
Lecture IV Pairing correlations in weakly-bound
              nuclei



LECTURE I
 Heavy-ion reactions: optical potentials and

formfactors.
Effects of skins and haloes



General features of heavy-ion soft collisions
   (elastic, inelastic to low-lying and high-lying
      states, transfer)

• these reactions involve exchange of energy of
  the order of 1-10 MeV and few units of mass
  and angular momentum) :
• semiclassical interpretation in terms of classical
  dynamics for the relative motion (in some cases
  also for the internal dynamics)
• use of concepts as impact parameter, deflection
  function, rainbow, optimum Q-value





Basic idea for treating the collision of two composite
systems (as nuclei are):
to treat the relative ion-ion motion in terms of
classical dynamics and to solve the full quantal
Schroedinger equation for the internal degrees of
freedom



This is traditionally done resorting to
the ''standard'' coupled-channel formalism
where the Schrödinger equation is solved by
expanding the total wave function into a stationary
basis
                  Ψ(ξ,t)= N aN(t) ΦN(ξ)

and solving the coupled system of equations for the
amplitudes aN(t)

ihdaN(t)/dt= M exp(-i(EN-EM)t) <ΦΝ| V (r(t))|ΦΜ> aM(t)

where EN are the eigenstates associated to internal
Hamiltonian H0 and state |ΦΝ (ξ) >



Example:
Description of one-particle transfer reaction.
In this case the internal degrees of freedom
reduce to the coordinates of the transferred
particle (assuming inert cores)





What is the tool connecting structure and reactions?

Diagonal and non-diagonal potentials (formfactors)

Example:
single-particle inelastic
excitation



Within the general coupled-channel scheme the connection
to the structure is provided by the basic ingredients:
the diagonal (potentials)

             VΝ(r)=<ΦΝ| V (r(t))|ΦΝ>

and non-diagonal (form factors)

            FΝΜ(r)=<ΦΝ| V (r(t))|ΦΜ>

matrix elements of the interaction.

From a point of view of the reaction mechanism, the
magnitude of potentials and formfactors together with the
kinematical conditions determines the conditions for the
applicability of different approximation schemes to the
solution of the full coupled-channel equations: reduced
configuration space,  first-order perturbation (one-step),
etc



Example: one-particle trasfer in first-order perturbation
(from initial single-particle state j in nucleus A to final 
single-particle state k in nucleus a

j

j



Basic idea: truncate the full space and re-define the diagonal
and non-diagonal potentials in such a way to re-obtain in the
truncated space the same results as in the full space.

Extreme case: reduce the full space only to the elastic channel
                         (to describe elastic scattering processes)
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The static part of the ion-ion potential
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Popular choice for the N-N effective interaction: 
                      M3Y (sum of Yukawa-type terms)

Real part of the ion-ion potential



Fundamental ingredients:
• N-N interaction
• nuclear densities

Obs: elastic and other grazing
collisions are only sensitive to the

value of the ion-ion potential at the
surface and on the tail 



A large variety of parametrizations for the ion-ion potential is
available in the literature.  A popular one is provided by the Akyuz-
Winther potential (based on the proximity formalism and the fitting
to the densities of a variety of stable nuclei).

This potential (like other similar parametrizations) gives excellent
results for systems involving nuclei on the stability valley.  But will
be the case for the peculiar densities present is systems far from
stability (namely the occurrence of neutron skins and/or neutron
haloes) ?

How to put in evidence this effect? One way is to compare the
double-folded potential with the prediction of the ’’parametrized’’
Akyuz-Winther potential (or similar)



We have first to see how densities behave in these systems,
For example on the neutron-rich side.
Experimental evidence ( based for example 
on total reaction cross sections ) show the occurrence of

1. Different radii for the neutron and proton densities
      (so called neutron skin)
2. Peculiar behaviour at the drip line, with extended 
      density distribution of the last nucleon(s)
      (so called neutron halo)

Let us see theoretical predictions based on mean-field calculations
      (simple WS potentials, HF with different Skyrme 
           parametrizations, relativistic mean field)



Mean-field calculation: position of Fermi surfaces

proton

neutron

Proton drip-line

Neutron drip-line



16O, 28O

40Ca, 48Ca, 60Ca

114Sn, 176Sn

HF with SIII



Neutron skin + long tail

 Δ = 0.3 fm 

long tail

Neutron
and
proton
density



Cases involving one neutron-rich nucleus
             at the drip line

Folded potential
(with HF densities)

Akyuz-Winther
parametrization

Calculated folded 
potentials



The folded potential so far considered is the one arising from the
isoscalar part (acting equally on neutrons and protons) of the N-N
interaction.

As seen, the folded potential it depends very weakly
• on an eventual  neutron skin, since it involves the sum of
  neutron and proton densities (and not their difference)
• on an eventual neutron halo, since this involves only one or two
  valence weakly-bound particles in front of many well-bound
  nucleons

Stronger effect can only be obtained from light halo nuclei





Example of halo nucleus (11Li)

Folding potential for 11Li + 208Pb

Separated 
contributions
of the core 
and of the two
valence neutrons
(halo)

Obs: In this case strong effect of the halo (light nucleus,
  weak binding, s-states, etc) 



The more interesting contribution to the optical
potential is the dynamical part 

This part accounts for the effect of the neglected
 channels.

One can prove that this contribution must be:
•   complex
•  non-local (and if localized, energy-dependent)



Obs: Second-order 
process. The
interaction acted
twice 



Optical potential:
Renormalization factor
with respect to the
double-folding potential.
It is obtained by fitting
the elastic scattering
differential cross section

real

imag

Obs: Largest effect
at the Coulomb barrier
(threshold anomaly)

EB



The polarization potential
depends on the coupling 
formfactors to excited 
states, on the Q-values
of these channels and on
the transferred angular 
momenta.
It therefore strongly
depends on the structure
properties of the 
colliding nuclei



Evidence for long-range Coulomb
Polarization potential

Polarization potentials due
to nuclear coupling are
normally short-ranged.
on the opposite, the
contribution due to
coulomb excitation is
long-ranged.  In the case
of large couplings, this
gives rise to characteristic
patterns in the elastic
scattering angular
distribution
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In the case of weakly-bound sytems, there is an
anomalous behaviour of the threshold anomaly:
the normalization costant for the real part is
smaller then unity, at variance with the ``normal’’
cases.  Examples: 6Li, 7Li, 9Be



Gomes et al  J Phys G 31 (2005), S1669

Systematic study by the Rio-Saõ Paulo group, using
     the Saõ Paulo parametrization



BTA

Hussein et al – PRC 73 (2006) 044610



9Be + 64Zn

Moraes, Gomes et al – PRC 61 (2000),
064608

Gomes et al – PRC 70 (2004)
054605

Similar results were observed for 6Li + 28Si

(Pakou et al – PRL 90 (2003), 202701 ;  PLB 556 (2003), 21)

9Be + 27Al



Gomes – J Phys G 31 (2005) S1669Figueira et al – PRC75 (2007) 017602



Data seem to show that in the case of
weakly-bound systems absorption starts to
be active also at bombarding energies below
the Coulomb barrier, indicating long-range
couplings.
Dynamical properties of the polarization
potential reflect the structure properties
of the colliding nuclei.
It is therefore necessary to study the
excited spectrum of neutron-rich nuclei,
in particular at the very-weak binding limit
at the drip lines



For halo systems at the
drip lines, inelastic 
excitations lead to
states in the continuum.
The inelastic response
must therefore be tested
in break-up reactions



Let us consider first one- particle halo nuclei (as 11Be,
19C, etc)

In these systems the diffused halo distribution arises
from the last particle that in a mean-field
description occupies a very-weakly bound orbital. In
the extreme picture in which there are no available
further excited bound single-particle state, the
lowest excitation processes promotes the halo
particle to a continuum state.
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Example: 8B

Final state in the 
continuum
with energy Ec

Examples:
p3/2 -> s1/2   L=1
p3/2 -> p3/2  L=2



Single-particle multipole response
in one-particle halo

• Presence of strong concentration of dipole and
quadrupole strength at very low excitation energy
(close to the continuum threshold)

• Non-resonant character
• Arising from optimal matching overlap between

initial weakly-bound single-particle w.f. and
continuum single-particle w.f.

• Emax  ~ Ebinding         B(Eλ) ~ 1/Ebinding
• Dependence on angular momentum and charge of
   halo particle



initial initial

Example:  single-particle dipole response



Ψfinal

ΨfinalΨinitial  V

Nuclear radius

Transition to continuum: origin of the
resonance-like shape: matching conditions

Resonance non-resonant
continuum



• Approximate description: asymptotic form for the bound
state (binding energy Eb) and plane wave for the final
continuum state (energy E)

            Examples (dipole transition):
• Initial s-state -> final p-state
   dB(E1)/dE ~ Eb

1/2 E3/2/(Eb+E)4                 Emax=3/5 Eb

• Initial p-state -> final s-state
   dB(E1)/dE ~ Eb

1/2 (Eb+3E)2 /(Eb+E)4               Emax ~ 0.18 Eb

• Initial p-state -> final d-state
   dB(E1)/dE ~ E5/2/(Eb+E)4                      Emax = 5/3 Eb

Low-lying strength: sinple analytic formulae



The non-resonant threshold strenght does not exclude the
presence of contribution from true resonances

Example: 7Li
Model: 7Li as a weakly-bound state of the relative α and t

clusters.
The multipole response is assumed to correspond to a promotion

of the relative inter-cluster motion from the initial p-state
(corresponding to the 3/2- ground state) to other inter-
cluster excited states



7Li = α + t

α+t channel

7/2- resonance

3/2-

1/2-

Occurrence of true
resonance at threshold



Quadrupole strength in 7Li (resonant and non-resonant)

p1/2
f7/2

f5/2

Energy above threshold

non
resonant



Next step : the formfactors to the continuum

  Construction of nuclear and Coulomb formfactors
by folding transition densities to continuum states
with external (Coulomb + nuclear) field generated
by the reaction partner
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Example: 8B Excitation to the continuum
of weakly-bound nuclei
via break-up reactions

Final state in the 
continuum
with energy Ec

Formfactors F(Ec;r)

Examples:
p3/2 -> s1/2   L=1
p3/2 -> p3/2  L=2



Example of  dipole formfactor F(E,r)
   from bound p3/2 state to continuum s1/2

8B+208Pb
   Radial 
Dependence
(fixed E)

   Energy 
Dependence
(fixed r)

B(E1)

nuclear

coulomb

Obs: Long-ranged  nuclear

nuclear

coulomb



8B + 208PB  breakup  E=376 MeV

Partial wave 
cross section

Nuclear breakup 
surviving at large
impact parameters

nuclear

coulomb

total


